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Experts say we’re not 

making the profit we 

used to.  



Experts say we’re not 

making the profit we 

used to.  

(Ouch. It’s getting worse.) 



 “Although there has been an improvement in 

the control of staff costs, operating profit 

is still suffering due to a rise in non-staff 

costs. There has been a 6.3% rise in other 

operating costs in the last 6 months.” 

Kingston Smith 

Financial Performance of Marketing Companies 2013 
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Profit is hard  when you 

don’t know what’s 

happening across 

your agency. 
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What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Over-servicing clients 

Pitching new jobs 

Taking on freelancers 

Wasting time in meetings 

You risk over-servicing clients, invest 

too much effort in pitching new work, take on 

freelancers you don’t need, and waste time in 

meetings trying to figure things out.  

Don’t know? 
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long it took.  
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Complicated 

timekeeping 
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from posting time. 
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they did, and how 

long it took.  

…No wonder! 

Deltek Agency Clarity Report 2012 
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Complicated 
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from posting time. 

People forget what 

they did, and how 

long it took.  

So instead of 

trusted 

information,  

you have… 

Unreliable 

Capacity 

Misleading 

Margin 

Outdated 

WIP 
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Complicated 

timekeeping 

discourages staff 

from posting time. 

People forget what 

they did, and how 

long it took.  

REPORTS ERP 

but 

Who wants to 

stitch reports 

together from a 

bunch of separate 

systems? 

What agency wants 

the cost & 

complexity of an 

ERP system? 

With today’s margin pressure,  

isn’t the answer. 

nothing doing 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 



Complicated 

timekeeping 

discourages staff 

from posting time. 

People forget what 

they did, and how 

long it took.  

ERP 

nobody  wants to use it 

Too 

costly 

REPORTS 

Too 

confusing 

With today’s margin pressure,  
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freedom and 
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management 

hassles about 

timecards.  
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simple 
and 

Turn to 

Traffic LIVE is an agency 

management solution unlike 

any other. Traffic LIVE makes it 

easy for everyone to pitch 

clients, schedule jobs, or record 

time– and always know how the 

work is going.  

Get the visibility you want 

and the discipline you need 
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CRM 

Open API 
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Quotes 

Budget & 

Forecast 

Timesheets 

& 

Calendars 

Manage 

Projects & 

Jobs 

Manage 
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Invoicing 

PO’s  

Expenses 

Reporting & Analytics 
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time– and always know how the 

work is going.  
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No more disconnected data, no 
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No more being in the dark.   
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Monitor your pipeline 

Create budgets & SOW’s 

Establish timelines and project plans 

Manage resources 

Schedule and plan capacity 

Track time 

Manage tasks 

No more disconnected data, no 

more complicated reports.   

No more being in the dark.   

Now you have an easy way to 

manage people, work, clients, and 

results– all in a single, completely 

connected system. 
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Timesheets 
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Manage 
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Reporting & Analytics 

Record & manage expenses 

Streamline purchasing & invoicing 

Report on financials 

Monitor project & job status 

Manage documents 

Collaborate, and mark-up documents 

Study project analysis- in real-time 

No more disconnected data, no 

more complicated reports.   

No more being in the dark.   

Now you have an easy way to 

manage people, work, clients, and 

results– all in a single, completely 

connected system. 
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Imagine an agency management system so simple, it records time in just 1 click… 

Everyone will want to use it, no matter where they are... Because everyone has access 

anywhere– via the Internet. 
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Imagine an agency management system so simple, it records time in just 1 click… 
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anywhere– via the Internet. 

• Record time 

anywhere 

• Drive wide adoption 

• Please everyone– 

staff to managers 

Now You Can… 
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Simple 

Precise 

Imagine an agency management system so simple, it records time in just 1 click… 

Everyone will want to use it, no matter where they are... Because everyone has access 

anywhere– via the Internet. 

• Record time 

anywhere 

• Drive wide adoption 

• Please everyone– 

staff to managers 

Now You Can… 

“With Traffic Live, I open it up and I want 

to look at it, I want to use it. And so 

does the rest of the team.” 
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Simple 

Precise 

Imagine an agency management system so simple, it records time in just 1 click… 

Everyone will want to use it, no matter where they are... Because everyone has access 

anywhere– via the Internet. 

• Procrastination 

• Lost Time 

• Frustration 

COMPLEXITY 

Say Goodbye to... 

STOP 

• Record time 

anywhere 

• Drive wide adoption 

• Please everyone– 

staff to managers 

Now You Can… 
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Replace confusion with clarity.  You’ll have a complete view of your agency- from pitch to 

estimate, staffing through delivery. With current data updated with each recorded hour, 

WIP, capacity, or margin is always accurate. Track every task- even non-billable activities.  
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Replace confusion with clarity.  You’ll have a complete view of your agency- from pitch to 

estimate, staffing through delivery. With current data updated with each recorded hour, 

WIP, capacity, or margin is always accurate. Track every task- even non-billable activities.  

• Capture time- 

wherever it’s spent 

• Know job status 

• See the entire job 

Now You Can… 

“From a visibility point of view, having data readily-to-hand 

is what makes Traffic LIVE so useful. Traffic LIVE gives 

us really good visibility into over-servicing too, where 

too many hours have been put against jobs.” 
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Replace confusion with clarity.  You’ll have a complete view of your agency- from pitch to 

estimate, staffing through delivery. With current data updated with each recorded hour, 

WIP, capacity, or margin is always accurate. Track every task- even non-billable activities.  

• Capture time- 

wherever it’s spent 

• Know job status 

• See the entire job 

Now You Can… 

• Uncertain WIP 

• Lots of meetings 

• Hidden costs 

UNCERTAINTY 

Say Goodbye to... 

STOP 
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Simple 

Precise 

Help people make smart choices. Give staff and creatives flexibility to set schedules– 

without putting deadlines at risk. Highly visual management dashboards quickly reveal 

potential over-servicing issues– to prevent small issues from becoming large problems. 
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Help people make smart choices. Give staff and creatives flexibility to set schedules– 

without putting deadlines at risk. Highly visual management dashboards quickly reveal 

potential over-servicing issues– to prevent small issues from becoming large problems. 

• Let staff work how 

they want (split or 

move tasks) 

• Alert anyone of 

potential problems 

Now You Can… 
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Simple 

Precise 

Help people make smart choices. Give staff and creatives flexibility to set schedules– 

without putting deadlines at risk. Highly visual management dashboards quickly reveal 

potential over-servicing issues– to prevent small issues from becoming large problems. 

• Let staff work how 

they want (split or 

move tasks) 

• Alert anyone of 

potential problems 

Now You Can… 

“I know what we estimated, what we 

agreed  upon with the client, and the 

cost and deliverables. I can see 

how much we've spent and 

much we have left.  This 

visibility is very beneficial.” 
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Simple 

Precise 

Help people make smart choices. Give staff and creatives flexibility to set schedules– 

without putting deadlines at risk. Highly visual management dashboards quickly reveal 

potential over-servicing issues– to prevent small issues from becoming large problems. 

• Let staff work how 

they want (split or 

move tasks) 

• Alert anyone of 

potential problems 

Now You Can… 

• Rescheduled work 

• Over-servicing 

POOR DECISIONS 

Say Goodbye to.. 

STOP 
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Simple 

Precise 

No more headaches. Start quickly, and maintain easily– rely on cloud-based software-

as-a-service to take care of everything for you. No more lonely, disconnected data– put it 

together in one traffic management system that connects easily to whatever it needs to. 
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Simple 

Precise 

No more headaches. Start quickly, and maintain easily– rely on cloud-based software-

as-a-service to take care of everything for you. No more lonely, disconnected data– put it 

together in one traffic management system that connects easily to whatever it needs to. 

• Trust the IT to a 3rd-

party expert 

• Connect with 

practically any system 

Now You Can… 

“Traffic LIVE is really time-saving and it’s definitely 

made us more organized. When we made the decision to 

switch off the spreadsheet, the studio management 

process began running much more quickly.” 
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Simple 

Precise 

No more headaches. Start quickly, and maintain easily– rely on cloud-based software-

as-a-service to take care of everything for you. No more lonely, disconnected data– put it 

together in one traffic management system that connects easily to whatever it needs to. 

• Trust the IT to a 3rd-

party expert 

• Connect with 

practically any system 

Now You Can… 

• Long, costly deployments 

• Maintenance  

• IT expense 

HIGH COSTS 

Say Goodbye to.. 

STOP 
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Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

Simple 

Precise 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 
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Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

Simple 

Precise 

Just let me know 

what’s going on… 

Don’t let anything bad 

happen… 

Get rid of all this busy 

work! 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

ACCOUNT MANAGER 
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Simple 

Precise 

Just let me know 

what’s going on… 

Don’t let anything bad 

happen… 

Get rid of all this busy 

work! 

Dashboards – give complete status across the 

agency 

“Happy ratings”– give early warning of problems 

Job & quote templates, MS Project import/export– 

streamline workflow 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

ACCOUNT MANAGER 
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Simple 

Precise 

Tell me our complete 

capacity… 

Just make staffing a 

LITTLE easier… 

Help me keep the staff 

happy! 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

RESOURCE PLANNER 
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What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Simple 

Precise 

Tell me our complete 

capacity… 

Just make staffing a 

LITTLE easier… 

Help me keep the staff 

happy! 

Staffing suggestions – based on current and future 

workload 

“Automated prompts” to schedule work– easy 

visibility to staffing needs 

Easy rescheduling, structured resourcing– 

discipline, fairness, freedom, and flexibility 

Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

RESOURCE PLANNER 
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Let’s make sure we’re 

making a profit… 

Why can’t we get 

MORE profit… 

Where should I focus 

my time? 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

EXECUTIVE 
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Let’s make sure we’re 

making a profit… 

Why can’t we get 

MORE profit… 

Where should I focus 

my time? 

Job, staff & client management – for a consistent, 

widely-adopted approach to manage people & work 

Agency-wide visibility of work & capacity– better 

use of resources, less use of freelancers 

On-demand status –for information you can trust, 

wherever & whenever you want it 

What are people 

working on? 

Will this client’s 

job be on budget? 

Can people take on 

more work? 

Traffic LIVE has something for everyone– from creatives to account managers 

to senior management. Traffic LIVE makes it easy to pitch clients, schedule jobs, or 

record time– and always know how the work is going.  

EXECUTIVE 
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It’s time for change. 

Making things too 

simple just 

isn’t going to work 

any more… 

Not a great way to run an agency 

“On several occasions, we found 

ourselves scrambling to find 

more resources to ensure on-

time delivery for a job. This would 

eat into the margins of a 

project.” 

– Studio Manager 
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It’s time for change. 

Making things too 

complex isn’t going 

to work, either… 

Nobody’s going to want to use this 

“We had old technology that we 

couldn’t update and there 

were issues with speed, 

flexibility, support and ease 

of use. ” 

– Director of Production 
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It’s time for change. 

Trying to stitch 

everything together 

only adds cost & 

complexity… 

You want LESS IT administration– not more 

Resources 

Jobs 

Clients 

Results 

“Separate documents would exist, 

that couldn’t be shared or pulled 

together very easily.  This process 

relied on combining everything 

together manually instead of being 

able to run reports and compare 

across locations. Getting financial 

information was time-

consuming, challenging and 

inefficient.” 

– IT Director 
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It’s time for change. Turn to a simple way to manage 

people, work, clients, and results– in the most precise, 

completely connected system. Turn to Traffic LIVE. 

Simple 

Precise 
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It’s time for change. Turn to a simple way to manage 

people, work, clients, and results– in the most precise, 

completely connected system. Turn to Traffic LIVE. 
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Brash Brands 

“The biggest impact has been 

on the estimating, scheduling 

and workflow.  It’s easy 

to create estimates and 

schedule time for a project.” 
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It’s time for change. Turn to a simple way to manage 

people, work, clients, and results– in the most precise, 

completely connected system. Turn to Traffic LIVE. 

Simple 

Precise 

Higher 

Profits 

Happier 

Staff 

Better 

Results 

Brash Brands 

“The biggest impact has been 

on the estimating, scheduling 

and workflow.  It’s easy 

to create estimates and 

schedule time for a project.” 

“We can now break down every 

activity. 

It’s clear what time is 

being spent on what activity. 

Now we can make sure hours 

are being used correctly.” 
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Aren’t you ready to 

replace cost & 

confusion with 

clarity & discipline– 

without any hassles? 

Call us today to learn more… 

…and to see Traffic LIVE in action! 
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What did you just see? 
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What did you just see? 

I’m not exactly sure…. 
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I was asked to prepare 

some messaging for 

Traffic LIVE… 

Which I did. (Simple, 

but Precise.) 
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…But I wasn’t entirely 

sure how to deliver it. 

So I made this. 
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I’m sure it needs work. 

But it’s not a bad start, 

is it? 
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Maybe it can be a 

ebook… 

…or a SlideShare 

…Or some of it can be 

used as part of a new 

sales presentation… 

I’m sure it will give 

us a head start on 

some decent 

assets. 
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There’s no immediate 

action for you now. 

But I will definitely 

reach out for input, 

comments & 

feedback… 

And, I’ll look forward to 

working with you.   


